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Boatswains Report for 2016 

NFDS Fleet 

Hansa 2.3s 

These are ideal for single handed sailors who are able to sail on their own. 

We now have 2 Standard rig 2.3s both are well used on Tuesdays, plus ‘Orville’ our servo assisted 2.3, 
this has not been used much this season. 

Hansa 303s 

Our main workhorse. 

We have increased our fleet by one so we will be running 11 x 303s this season, 

We have replaced the old No.10 hard back, and purchased a new Servo assisted boat No.15, this will 
allow No.12 ‘Inspiration’ to be rigged for normal use, but with the option of converting back as a stand 
by for the new Servo. 

This increase in the Fleet, will allow one of the standard 303s to be left loaded on the road trailer. 

This is something we have been trying to achieve for a few years to avoid the loading and unloading 
when away events run with dates fairly close to each other. 

Skippers, you will notice that the outhaul lines now run through an extra block on the back of the 
Boom, this should make it much easier to put tension on and free off the outhaul. 

You will also find that the Centre board hoists have an extra bit of Velcro for securing the hoist line to 
the pole. When the board is lowered, please use this rather than just wrapping the line round the pole, 
also make sure when you are lowering the board, that the line does not get trapped between the Centre 
Board and the housing. 

This replacement programme is only made possible by the very generous sponsorship and 
funding we get through the season. 

2.4s 

As mentioned in previous years, the reason for keeping these boats operational is to encourage sailors 
and volunteers to advance their skills in an International racing keel boat, they are also great fun and 
very responsive. 

A very big thank you to Tony and Mags Ryle for their on-going efforts in the maintenance and 
conversion to jib roller reefing and mainsail slab reefing. This allows the boats to be rigged and de- 
rigged much more easily. 

Safety Boat Jaffa 

Jaffa is worked long and hard throughout the season. 

My only comment on the usage is the speed it is driven near the pontoon, because of the hull design 
Jaffa creates a lot of wash at anything more than walking pace, she also drinks a lot more fuel when 
running at more than idling speed. 

Safety boat drivers unless there is an emergency please keep the speed down. 

Boat maintenance 

Thanks for a great effort from all the winter volunteers who have helped with the de-rigging and initial 
winter maintenance, we finished stage one by the third week of November, this allowed us a few 
Tuesdays of tea and biscuits. 

I shall be in touch with the team confirming our start date for part two (the topsides etc.) 

The use of the Capstan winch, has as mentioned last year, dramatically reduced the amount of damage 
to the underside of the hulls/transoms when being recovered up the slipway. 
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Centre Boards took a bit of hammering again this year due to running aground round the edge of the 
lake. 

This has mainly been due to skippers running onto a ‘Lee Shore’ 

If the wind is coming from the East, (across the Lake towards the club house) reef the mainsail and use 
the jib for approaching the pontoon, this will reduce your approach speed considerably, and hopefully 
avoid getting stuck inshore either side of the pontoon, it will also allow the pontoon crew to catch the 
incoming boats, without risk to life and limb, well limbs anyway. 

When getting to the South pontoon for pulling out, the first thing to be removed is the Rudder, they 
are expensive items to replace. 

When de-rigging the two servo boats No.15 and No.3 please make sure the batteries are put back on 
charge and all the controls are left in the Servo box in the shed. 

A big thank you to Spike Spencer, for his ongoing maintenance of the Servo systems, 

Life Jackets and Buoyancy aids. 

When hanging these on the racks, please make sure the crotch straps are clipped closed and not left 
dragging along the ground. 

If you find anything wrong with these important items of safety equipment, or the inflatables have 
accidently been set off, please make sure it is reported so it can be repaired or replaced. 

Hoists 

With our extended pontoon, we are now able to run 3 hoists for each session, leaving a spare in the 
shed as a standby. 

If you are putting the hoists in place on the pontoon, please make sure you carry out the daily 
checks as indicated on the shed notice board, and when moving them from the shed to the pontoon 
and back make sure the bungee cord is holding the winding handle off the ground and the sling hook 
is wound to the top of the hoist, to prevent damage. 

The hoists get a full professional check and weight test before the start of each season. 

Final and very important point; 

If you find something is missing or broken on any of the boats or equipment, please either 
repair or replace the item, if you are not able to repair it or you can’t find the missing bit, please 
report it in the book in the shed, adding your name and surname in case clarification of the 
problem needs to be made. 

If it is something major, then let the OOD or one of the committee members know, as well as 
entering it in the fault book. 

 

Richard Savill 

NFDS Boatswain 


